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Consult your physician before starting this or any other workout program, nutrition and lifestyle program.
Not all exercise programs, nutrition programs or nutrition guides are suitable for everyone. So please consult your physician before
beginning this or any other exercise, nutrition or lifestyle program.
This or any other exercise routine is not a diagnosis or cure for any injury or illness.
This or any other program, including the 7 Day Lean Cleanse™, Prep, RESULTS, Maintenance or Hair programs are not a diagnosis,
cure or rehabilitation for any injury or illness.
You should always warm up and be cleared for training before beginning any workout, and you should never exercise beyond the
level at which you feel comfortable.
If at anytime you feel you are exercising beyond your current abilities, or you feel discomfort, you should discontinue exercise
immediately. The same applies to the entire 7 day Lean workout and nutrition program.
If at anytime you feel that this nutrition and lifestyle program is beyond your current abilities, or you feel discomfort, you should
discontinue the program immediately. The same applies to the entire 7 Day Lean workout and nutrition program cleanse.
Kettlebell Kickboxing, 7 day Lean Program is an extreme ﬁtness program and should not be attempted by someone who does not
meet the minimum ﬁtness requirements discussed in our manual. Speciﬁcally the diagnosis of athletic level A, B or C. Speciﬁcally if you
have any knee, shoulder, back or beck injuries or problems. This warning is not to be ignored or discounted. You should always be
cleared for training after any injuries or health issues. There are many alternatives for rehabilitation prior to taking on an exercise
program, this is not one of them. The user assumes all risks of injury in the use of this program.
The motion picture (DVDs) contained in this program, as well as the information, design and content of this book and program is
protected under the copyright laws of the United states and other countries.
This video, and this book is sold for home, individual use only and all other rights are expressly reserved by the owner of such motion
pictures. Any copying or public distribution or performance of such motion picture is strictly prohibited and may subject the offender
of civil liability and severe criminal penalties. (Title 17, United States Code Section 501 and 506)
© 2014 Kettlebell Kickboxing, All Rights Reserved, Kettlebell Kickboxing LLC is the owner of 7 Day Lean Series DVDs and all related
trademarks and designs.
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Welcome to this wonderful journey of discovering your body and making it ﬁt and healthy for
life! Although you might be working towards a speciﬁc health or weight goal, I hope this
journey far surpasses those ﬁrst few goals, and becomes an integral part of your life pursuit of
health and wellness. You may ﬁnd some of the concepts, facts and program structures from this
program, as well as the Scorcher Series, Body Series and 7 Day Lean simple, while others may
seem challenging. I ask that you rid yourself of any doubt here and now, and keep an open
mind. You have already taken the most difﬁcult step: picking up a program. And yet, that step is
far more valuable then any single move or random workout. All of our Kettlebell Kicboxing
programs will help you restructure your understanding of wellness, build a real foundation of
health and achieve incredible, measurable results.
Keep in mind that our Scorcher Series 2.0 set is the only set that does not come complete with a
nutrition program. This is our smallest DVD set, made as an add on to any of your other
Kettlebell Kickboxing products, or as an introduction to how efﬁcient, effective, challenging,
insightful and fun our KB programs can be!
So go on, get your sweat on!

RULES FOR YOUR TRAINING
• When you train, it’s key that you detach from the rest of your life and focus on
reconnecting with your body and mind. Your workout can and should become your
own daily oasis. Revel in your tired muscles and sweat! No one can take your hard work
and determination away from you.
• Do not skip the beginner phase, especially if you’ve never worked out before or if
you haven’t trained in a long time. You’ll still get ALL of the beneﬁts with the beginner
options!
• If you feel overwhelmed at any point, please stop whatever you are doing and take a
moment to breathe before jumping back in!
• If you miss a day, a few days, or even a week—do not stress over it. Just keep going! If
you only missed a day, start with the following day’s workout. If you’ve missed a week,
pick up where you left off.
• If you feel pain, go back and re-evaluate your form. If you feel like you’ve overtrained,
take a break. Soreness doesn’t count! If your muscles are tired, try sticking with the
beginner modiﬁcations.
• Be patient! Good program design (exercise and nutrition program combined) always
yields results. Each person’s body reacts differently, and some people will see results
faster then others.
• While your physique is important, don’t just ﬁxate on how you look. Be proud of your
body’s strength and mobility too!
• Lastly, remember how great it feels to work out and accomplish your results. This is how
you deserve to feel everyday. Your family, friends and coworkers also deserve to have
this version of you in their life. Plus, you’ll inspire them!
BREATHE
Poor breathing during exercise can put your body into a state of panic and cause
your body to hold onto fat as you exercise. Don’t panic! Simply follow the guidelines
below:
• When you breathe incorrectly during exercise, get stressed or don’t sleep
enough, your adrenal glands release the stress hormone cortisol. That
response, which is meant to give you a burst of energy for ﬁghting or ﬂeeing,
causes you to accumulate and store fat in your belly. Sustained stress can keep
cortisol production at high levels and leave you craving high-sugar and
high-carb foods.
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• NEVER gasp or gulp for air with your mouth. If you ﬁnd yourself doing this, decrease
your exercise intensity and maintain a slightly slower pace that matches your breathing.
• If you’re struggling with your breathing, try this old martial arts drill: Take a sip of water
and do not swallow it during your entire, high intensity set. Good! You just taught
yourself not to breathe with your mouth.
• The more in touch you are with your breath, the more you will achieve from your
workout. If your goals are clear, and if they connect to your body through your breath,
you will see results manifest quickly.
THE SWING!
No pressure but the swing, speciﬁcally the
double-handed swing, is a rite of passage
in the kettlebell world. To fully understand kettlebells and get all of their unique biomechanical
beneﬁts this basic motion must be executed correctly. It is the foundation exercise and the basis for all
the ballistics motions performed with a kettlebell.
Why Hinge?
The following motions should ALWAYS be incorporated into your workout routines: push, pull, squat,
hinge, rotate, and locomotion. You will see these in
different forms throughout all of our programs.
While everyone is familiar with pushing, pulling,
squatting, rotating, and moving, most people have
tremendous difﬁculty hinging. Too many modern
people can’t hinge at all! This is why people suffer
back pain, knee pain, and weakness—all caused by
sitting. Not being able to hinge means not being able to properly engage the posterior chain of
the body, particularly the glutes (your butt muscles). These are the same muscles that help you
run and protect you from back weakness during many activities. Instead, modern people—and
even some athletes—are unintentionally using their knees and lower backs to do all of the work
their butt muscles are supposed to do. In sports science we call using a muscle “ﬁring a muscle.”
Muscle imbalances and inactive, or weak, muscles come from not being able to ﬁre that muscle
during a motion where it’s required. If you’re using your back and knees instead of your glutes,
it can lead to knee pain and can eventually cause an injury, as well as back pain, which can then
lead to shoulder and neck injury.
The kettlebell swing is beloved for its hinge. Most people have tremendous difﬁculty with the
hinge, in truth too many modern people can’t hinge. This is why people suffer back pain, knee
pain and weakness. This has everything to do with sitting. Not being able to hinge means not
being able to properly engage the posterior chain of the body, particularly the glutes (your butt
muscles). Theses are the same muscles that help you run and protect you from back weakness
during many activities are now inactive. Instead, modern people’ and even some athletes are
unintentionally using their knees and low backs to do all the work our butt muscles are
supposed to do. In sports science we call using a muscle ‘ﬁring’ a muscle, while the the term
‘muscle imbalances’ and ‘inactive or weak muscles’ comes from not being able to ‘ﬁre’ or use a
muscle during a motion where that muscle is required. This leads to overuse and misuse of
other areas of the body, and in modern society this leads to knee pain and eventual knee and
ankle injury, as well as back pain, which can then lead to shoulder and neck injury.
The swing— which is all glutes, all the time—is beloved for its hinge. When a person swings the
kettlebell correctly (in any variation of a swing) he or she engages the posterior chain and ﬁres
the glutes and hamstrings and gets the areas that have been weakened or deactivated by
day-to-day sitting to strengthen and work. The kettlebell swing is a perfect tool to help battle
some of these issues and wage a war on these imbalances.
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You might not get it right away!
Once shown, most students need 1 to 3 KB DVDs or class sessions to properly swing, so be
patient. Remember these are muscles and movement patterns that have not been worked in a
while. When you begin to ﬁre your glutes and hamstrings, you’re reactivating or teaching them
to work and pitch in during simple motions like walking, running, jumping, kicking, lunging, and
squatting.
As mentioned, the swing is the basis of all kettlebell ballistic movements. It starts with a hinge
not a squat, which is a very important difference. In a hinge you bend at the hips ﬁrst and then
the knees, and your hips will always go back more than your knees. Do not squat! You should
be swinging the kettlebell behind and above your knees, bending more at the hips with a slight
bend at the knees and a strong, straight back. You will be incorporating your posterior chain
and momentum to generate the power of the movement. As a result, the kettlebell should be
weightless when it comes up to shoulder height. Squeezing your glutes at the top of the motion
you should be standing straight and upright with hips forward and knees straight—NO arching
or overarching of the back—at the end of the motion. The kettlebell should swing between and
behind your legs and up to shoulder height in a non-stop, repetitive motion.
TRADITIONAL KETTLEBELL SWING (STEP-BY-STEP)
1. Pick up a kettlebell by the handle.
2.Hinge by sitting back and bending at the hips, then the knees.
3. Swing the kettlebell back and behind your knees.
4. Thrust your hips forward, squeeze your glutes, and stand up straight. Do not backward
bend at the top of the motion! Be sure to create a non-stop ﬂuid motion as you swing:
with the kettlebell going behind the knees then up to shoulder level.
5. At the top of the swing, the kettlebell should go no higher than chest level. Do not
raise the kettlebell with your arms. Your arms— as well as the kettlebell should remain
weightless through the entire motion.
* Notice how everyones swing is slightly different, but the hinge remains a constant!
Form

• The ﬁrst thing people need to understand with kettlebells is that you must “link your
body” together into one strong chain of action. This principle ensures that you will not
be placing any stress or pressure on any single joint or muscle. Additionally, it will
secure the total-body principles kettlebells are built on. Link your body by applying
proper form, checking your alignment and center of gravity, and executing each move
with a ﬂow of motion.
• Stay rooted into the ground. Never explode out with the kettlebell and ﬁnd your heels
or toes off-balance or off the ground. In swinging motions especially keep yourself
rooted and remember to use the engage the glutes.
• Aim to squeeze your glutes before the kettlebell reaches face level—as it does, pop the
hip forward and willingly make the kettlebell fall back behind the knees.

• The kettlebell should fall above and behind the knees then come up to face level, and
no higher, for the basic swing.
• Speed comes from making sure your force and body drop the kettlebell down,
not gravity.
• Don’t Squat! If you squat during this motion it will not be a posterior chain motion,
therefore you won’t be focusing on the glutes and hamstrings, the very area this motion
was created for! *Remember—a squat is a squat and a hinge is a hinge!
• Don’t lift the kettlebell with your arms! You can easily hurt yourself, PLUS this is not a lift
or an arm exercise. The kettlebell should remain weightless through the entire motion.
• Don’t keep your legs straight. The hinge required for a kettlebell swing has a slight
bend at the knees and the hips—it’s not a full extension.
• DON’T SQUAT! Generate power with your hips, by pushing your hips back (towards
whatever is behind you) not by squatting to the ﬂoor, then snapping your hips forward.
• Don’t hyperextend or arch your back into a backward bend. Your butt muscles are
supposed to stop the motion of the bell at the top. If you let the kettlebell go past your
shoulders and you do not engage the glutes you risk hurting your back instead of
strengthening your back, core and butt muscles.
REMEMBER: all of your swinging motions will come from this form, so practice and be sure to
execute each step as instructed above. If you are not following the protocol above you are not
doing a kettlebell swing and you are not getting the beneﬁt. No squatting or arm lifts—use your
hinge and the power generated by your hips as well as the stability of your core—nothing else!
[MOST Common Mistakes: You are NOT squatting. You are NOT raising the kettlebell with your
arms. At no point is the swing an arm of a quad dominant motion. The kettlebell swing is all
hips and core.]
Every Kettlebell Kickboxing DVD Series has the swing in it, with the exception of the 7-Day lean
program, which requires no equipment. Please note that the Scorcher Series, Scorcher 2.0, and
Body series all have bonus footage as well as beginner DVDs and/or menu options that will
teach you the exact biomechanics of the swing.
Once you’ve learned the swing you can easily add it as a set or an interval in your circuit or
regular workout. You can even do the swing on its own for a perfect strength and cardio workout! A perfect combination would be swings and push-ups paired with squats or lunges and
pull-ups or chin-ups. Believe it or not this is a very complete combination of exercises.
Add the swing into the 7-Day Lean program: In the 7-Day Lean we do not use weights, or
kettlebells, but you can easily incorporate the swing as a bonus, replacing any of the 1 minute
cardio moves with a 1 minute kettlebell swing!
HOW TO USE IT
In a crazy hurry? No excuses! Try This Solo Swing Workout
Warm up the body before these two swing workouts for 5 minutes. You can use a few of the
basic warm-ups provided on the next page:

Set a timer for a 20-second work with 10-second rest period. Set it for 8 sets, which will be 4
minutes total.
TABATA SWING WORKOUT
Now, following perfect form, swing the kettlebell for 20 seconds, and rest for 10:
continuing that for 8 sets.
MILESTONE SWING WORKOUT
• Set a timer for 1 minute, and with good form begin to swing the kettlebell.
• Count your swings.
• Remember the number as you res for 30 seconds.
• Swing again, this time aim to beat your last number by 2.
• Rest again for 30 seconds.
• You can use any of the kicks illustrated below for warm ups. Alternate sides for one
minute each.
• Add a kettlebell to any of these kicks for a bonus strength workout.
• Or, just as below, add any kick to any one calorie scorching kettlebell cardio move,
each one is illustrated below.
Now that you have the kettlebell swing, let’s get into some awesome non-kettlebell step by
steps from the Kettlebell Kickboxing library, many of which take their origins from martial arts
like Brazilian Jujitsu, Muay Thai, and Karate.
KB KICKS
Kicks works ever single part of your body; the legs, the core and yes- even the arms.
However we love how well these kicks train the glutes, and when paired with a kettlebell
they are even better.
SNAP KICKS
• Starting from your boxing stance;
lead leg forward and the rear leg on
the ball of your foot 90 degrees back
• Bring up the rear leg and bend it at
the knee
• Snap the area between the knee and
the ankle up pointing your toe
• Return the leg back to your stance
• You can alternate or continue with
one leg
• Add a kettlebell to the motion if
needed by holding the bell in a racked
position tight to the body
PUSH KICKS
• Starting from your boxing stance;
lead leg forward and the rear leg on
the ball of your foot 90 degrees back
• Bring up the rear leg; push it forward
• Flex the foot straight out in front of you
• Return the leg back to your stance
• You can alternate or continue with
one leg
• Add a kettlebell to the motion if
needed by holding the bell in a racked
position tight to the body

CRESCENT KICKS
• Starting from your boxing stance;
lead leg forward and the rearleg on
the ball of your foot 90 degrees back
• Bring up the rear leg and make a
wide circle as you kick your leg around
inside to outside
• Return the leg back to your stance
• You can alternate or continue with
one leg
• Add a kettlebell to the motion if
needed by holding the bell in a racked
position tight to the body
SIDE KICKS
• Starting from your boxing stance; lead leg
forward and the rear leg on the ball of your
foot 90 degrees back
• Bring up the rear leg and press it into the body
• Then push your leg out to the side as you
ﬂex the foot straight out to the side of you
• Return the leg back to your stance
• You can alternate or continue with one leg
• Add a kettlebell to the motion if needed by
holding the bell in a racked position tight to
the body
DONKEY KICKS
• Starting from your boxing stance; lead leg
forward and the rear leg on the ball of your
foot 90 degrees back
• Bring up the rear leg and kick it back
• Flex the foot of the kicking leg and use the
power of your glutes
• Snap the area between the knee and the ankle
up pointing your toe
• Return the leg back to your stance
• You can alternate or continue with one leg
• Add a kettlebell to the motion if needed by
holding the bell in a racked position tight to the body

KB CARDIO STACK
Add any one kick to a burpee
Add any one kick to a KB sprawl
Add any one kick to a leopard burpee
Add any one kick to a surfer

LEOPARD BURPEES
• Start in standing position and push off the ﬂoor
into a vertical jump, using your glutes and legs
to jump
• For a modiﬁed just reach up, with out jumping
• Continue down to the ﬂoor, jump back into a plank
• From the plank perform a push up (use the
mechanics described below in push up)
• From there begin to pull your body forward like a
wave until your nose nearly touches the ﬂoor
• Lower your hips until they almost touch the ﬂoor,
as you simultaneously raise your head and shoulders
toward the ceiling
• Engage your back, abdominals and glutes. Do not
ﬂare the elbows and make sure your back is working
• When ﬁnished, get back to a plank and jump back
up to standing, jump up to a vertical jump and repeat
PUSH UPS
• Starting in a plank position; get down on all fours and
place your hands on the ﬂoor so that they’re slightly wider
than and in line with your elbows and shoulders. Straighten
your legs out behind you, with your weight on your toes
• Your elbows, shoulders and wrists should be in line
• Squeeze your glutes and hold them that way for the
entire movement. Keep your core tight, like in a plank
• Try to keep your hips in line with your upper body and
do not allow your back to sink in- stay in a straight plank
• Your body should form a straight line from your ankles to
your head, abdominals tight
• Your arms should be straight at starting
• As you lower your body to the ground, make sure not to
over ﬂare your elbows
• As you lower your body you want to make sure your elbows
come outward and back towards your knees at the same
time-the bend should be out and half back
• Lower your body until your chest nearly touches the ﬂoor
• Tuck your elbows as you lower your body so that your upper
arms form a 45-degree angle with your body in the bottom
position of the movement
• Pause at the bottom, and then push yourself back to the
starting position as quickly as possible
Form: Do not let hips or back sag at any point during the exercise, this means that your form has
broken down. Make sure that you do not feel any pain in your shoulders- a push up should not
hurt your shoulder joint. If you feel any of this, consider that your last repetition and end the set.

Modiﬁed Push Up: Execute the same motion
as illustrated above, but with bent knees
(to take some of the weight off of the push up).

SPRAWL
We placed this KB stable here because we love what
the push up and back down does to the glutes.
However this is a complete total body motion that can
be used to build and work any part of the body.
• Stand straight up and push off with your feet, using
the power of the glutes by hinging back and up
• Drop your body down to the ﬂoor
• Arms should be extended like you are pressing your
chest away from the ﬂoor
• Hips and legs and feet should be on the ground
• Your feet should be oven wide behind you, in a triangle
• This looks a bit like, but is not a burpee, however you
are not landing in a plank because your hips are
touching the ground
• Push your body back up to standing and repeat
SURFERS
• Drop down on the surf board, and lay down
on it
• With control do a half push up and push
your upper body off of the ﬂoor
• Continue by inserting your lower body and
standing straight up on the surf board
• Repeat and drop back down of the board
• Use your upper body, including the chest,
back, arms and abs
• Make sure to envision yourself on the surf
Place it into a quick workout! For max calorie
burn and total body muscle activation:

KB SIMPLE 60/30 SWING, SWEAT, KICK WORKOUT
• Warm up with kicks for 5 mins
• Rest 30 seconds beginner /15 seconds intermediate/No rest advanced
• Swing a kettlebell for 1 minute
• Rest 30 seconds beginner /15 seconds intermediate/No rest advanced
• Pair any one kick with any one cardio drill for 1 minute
• Rest 30 seconds beginner /15 seconds intermediate/No rest advanced
• Swing a kettlebell for 1 minute
• Rest 30 seconds beginner /15 seconds intermediate/No rest advanced
• Pair any one other kick with any one other cardio drill for 1 minute
• Rest 2 mins beginner / 1 min intimidate and advanced
• Swing a kettlebell for 1 minute
• Rest 30 seconds beginner /15 seconds intermediate/No rest advanced
• Pair any one other kick with any one other cardio drill for 1 minute
• Rest 30 seconds beginner /15 seconds intermediate/No rest advanced
• Swing a kettlebell for 1 minute
• Rest 30 seconds beginner /15 seconds intermediate/No rest advanced
• Pair any one other kick with any one other cardio drill for 1 minute
• Stretch! and enjoy your day and never rush past your form

KB TABATA CARDIO KILLER
Spend 3-5 minutes performing a light warm up use the kicks illustrated above.
Place the swing and KB cardio motions into the following module:
• Perform the swing you picked for 8 rounds of 20 seconds work and 10 seconds rest:
Total of 4mins work
• Rest for 1 min (advanced)
• Rest for 2 min (beginner/ intermediate)
• Perform the second exercise, a combo of any kick and any cardio motion you picked for
8 rounds of 20 seconds work and 10 seconds rest : Total 4 mins work
• Rest for 1 min (advanced)
• Rest for 2 min (beginner/ intermediate)
• Perform the third exercise, a combo of any other kick and any other cardio motion you
picked for 8 rounds of 20 seconds work and 10 seconds rest: Total 4 mins work
• Rest for 1 min (advanced)
• Rest for 2 min (beginner/ intermediate)
• Stretch! and enjoy your day

How to use your KB DVD Workouts...
Here are some programs for just the Scorcher 2.0, as well as the Scorcher 2.0 paired with our
other KB programs. (Please note that the days can differ, below is just a sample week).
JUST SCORCHER 2.0
Your Sample Scorcher 2.0 week

MON

TUE

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

SUN

Workout 1

Walk, Dance,
Hike, Bike
- be active

Workout 2

Walk, Dance,
Hike, Bike
- be active

Walk, Dance,
Hike, Bike
- be active

Workout
1 or 2

Recover/Rest

SCORCHER AND SCORCHER 2.0
Your Sample Scorcher 2.0 week with Scorcher Series 4 set

MON

TUE

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

SUN

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 1

Walk, Dance,
Hike, Bike
- be active

POWER

LONGEVITY

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 2

Rest or
STRENGTH

Recover/Rest

BODY SERIES AND SCORCHER 2.0
Your Sample 2 weeks

MON

TUE

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

SUN

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 1

Perfect Butt

40/20 Burn

Recover/Rest

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 2

Abs & Core

Recover/Rest

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 2

Limitless Legs

Lean 2.0 or
KB Doubles

Recover/Rest

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 1

KB Arms

Recover/Rest
or KB Recovery
DVD

7 DAY LEAN AND SCORCHER 2.0
Your Sample 2 weeks

MON

TUE

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

SUN

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 1

Sculpt

40/20 Burn

Recover/Rest

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 2

Sweat

Recover/Rest

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 2

Lean

Deﬁne

Recover/Rest

Scorcher 2.0:
Workout 1

Shred

Recover/Rest

*Add Lengthen on the following week

Use code
KILLER WORKOUT
in our store to
get a BONUS 10%
discount on any
of these programs

THE PROGRAMS
Please note that the Scorcher 2.0 Set is our smallest, yet highly intense set of DVDs. It is the only
set that includes the workouts with out a complete Nutrition and Program Guide. Dasha
believes that to be successful you MUST train on a program. The Scorcher 2.0 are both
incredible workouts that have seen a great deal of success even on there own, and especially
when placed with healthy and active living.
IF you are only doing these workouts, do not do them every day! Instead use active days ﬁlled
with walks and hikes, dancing and other recreational sport activities.
HOWEVER if you are looking for incredible changes in body, mind and spirit it might be wise to
pair the KB Scorcher Sets with one of our other programs. Each of which come with a nutrition
programs and other KB workouts for maximum variety and responce from the body.
and remember…
Fitness should make you stronger. Physically you deserve the right to feel capable and
powerful and able-bodied. Compare yourself only to yourself and take full pride in your new
found abilities to move and experience your body pain free and active. Mentally your physical
abilities; the milestones you will achieve and surpass in your workouts will undoubtably make
you a stronger decision maker, and over all a stronger more conﬁdent person. You will soon see
that you will not need anyone to build you up, your health and training will do that for you. The
physical ability you gain from your workouts will make you mentally stronger and help you deal
with the different hurdles of life in a more conﬁdent way. Fitness should be the thing you go to
when you feel a bit helpless or lost- your workouts will connect you with your inner most spirit,
all you have to do is take the time and put in the work. Trust me when I tell you that you will look
forward to it and enjoy it. Eventually your body will crave it. Your workouts will be like a place
you get your superpowers.
It will not always be easy. There will be days when you’ll feel exhausted or unmotivated, other
days when you will be emotional or perhaps even hopeless. The goal for us is to make sure that
when you do feel this way you use your body- exercise, movement to get out of a rut or a bad
mood. I can promise you that no matter how you feel at a given moment, the moment right after
you ﬁnish your workout you will feel signiﬁcantly better. You will become more motivated,
creative, inspired, hopeful and of course energized. Believe me.
In the end I am here. I want you to know that I am gong through the same challenges you are
every day. And together we will train together, learn to eat clean together and tap into a better
version of ourselves. Every time you do a workout know that I am doing it too and so are the
thousands of women that have purchased one of (or all) of my home ﬁtness programs, my book
or even the ladies that are doing the physical classes with me in New York City and in the
countless other cities and countries that I visit. When you feel a bit lost for motivation, or even
when you want to share an accomplishment or a thought visit us on our social media and blog
and share or just read and scroll through the posts and comments of other Kettlebell
Kickboxers.

SOCIAL ME DIA
Our Instagram account @KettlebellKickboxing has thousands of followers, and I post updates
several times a day, including workout videos, step-by-steps, studio and success pictures and of
course recipes.
Our twitter @KBkickboxing shares the same content.
Our Facebook has updates and a wonderful community as well as the opportunity to ask
questions. While our blog, on kettlebellkickboxing.com has a wealth of information that follows
every concept discussed in this book!

ABOUT DASHA
Dasha has a Master’s degree in Sports Science, with a specialty in Performance Enhancement
and Injury Prevention (MS). Additionally, Dasha is certiﬁed with the National Academy of Sports
Medicine with their master level (NASM-PES) credentials. She is also a certiﬁed Speed and
Explosion Specialist (NASE-SES) with the National Association of Speed and Explosion. Dasha’s
kettlebell background comes from her birthplace of Russia, where her grandfather taught
kettlebells to the Soviet Army. Her life-long exposure to kettlebell training allowed her to
experience the unique method long before its US popularity. In more recent years, Dasha
continues to study and train with Steve Maxwell ranking as MKC-2 in his system. Many call Steve
the “American Father of the Russian Kettlebell,” so this interaction would only make sense to
further Dasha’s development and growth with the world of kettlebells.
Dasha has over a decade of training in Muay Thai, Jeet Kune Do (JKD), Filipino Martial Arts in
which she is a black belt, and Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu in which she is currently a brown belt. Training
under the guidance of Sifu Dan Anderson, Dasha was featured as Black Belt Magazine’s only
female 21st Century Martial Artist.
She is the creator of Kettlebell Kickboxing™ and an author, martial artists, celebrity trainer,
daughter, sister and wife.
Dasha not only develops programs for movie actors and performers, she works with real
women daily in her sold-out NYC classes. She has been written about in SELF, SHAPE, Fitness,
Oxygen, Women’s Health, Cosmopolitan, Vanity Fair and countless other publications.
Dasha has worked with Nike, Nikon,
Athleta, lululemon, Bloomingdales,
Amex and countless other brands
for store events, seminars, brand
launches and ﬁtness programs.
Credited as an expert at transforming
the female body, Dasha developed
this program out of her passion for
ﬁtness and martial arts. She truly
believes that women can and should
have all the opportunity to feel
Strong and Sexy.

